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Abstract 
This paper presents first steps towards automatic generation of distributed 
tests. We first define a characterization of the tests for which the property of 
unbias is preserved by the existence of an asynchronous environment. Then, 
starting from a centralized test case, we propose a method to derive automat
ically its corresponding distributed test case in an asynchronous environment. 
We prove that the generated distributed test case is not biased, it tests the 
same behaviors of an implementation and has the same testing power as the 
centralized test case. 
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1 INTRODUCTION 

In the context of black box conformance testing, an implementation under test 
(IUT) is tested in order to obtain the conviction that its behavior conforms 
with its specification. The testers stimulate the IUT by sending messages on 
points of control and observation (PCOs) and observe on these same PCOs 
the reactions of the IUT. Within sight of the reactions, a verdict (Fail, Pass 
or Inconclusive) is emitted. More recently, the conformance testing method
ology has been formalized [1, 2, 3] and brought more confidence in the testing 
activity. Most of works in this field using formal methods concentrated on the 
production of a centralized single tester and make the implicite assumption 
of synchronicity between the tester and the IUT [4, 5]. In practice however, 
one cannot always avoid taking into account the test environment intercalated 
between the tester and the IUT. The most frequent example is that of remote 
testing architecture in which the tester reaches the IUT through a network 
connection. In this case, PCOs can be seen as composed of two FIFO queues, 
for each direction of the interaction: one speaks then about asynchronous in
teraction between the tester and the IUT. In the prolongation of this concept, 
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we propose to aim at a test architecture in which several testers coexist and 
interact in an asynchronous way not only with the IUT but also between them 
to coordinate the testing activity. It is about a generalization of the multi
party testing technique which benefits from the various possibilities offered 
by the introduction of concurrency into TTCN [6]. By considering that the 
IUT itself could be distributed, we are in the general context of distributed 
testing of a distributed architecture, illustrated by figure 1. To face up to the 
problem of the design of such testers, we distinguish several subproblems. 

The first main problem is that of the asynchronism on PCOs. The possibil
ity of disorder on the observations collected on different PCOs as well as the 
possible collision on a PCO between a stimulus and an observation makes dif
ficult the design of testers. During the examination of existing test suites, one 
realizes that these are the main reasons of non-validity of some tests: precisely 
a correct test not rejecting conformant implementations in a synchronous en
vironment can be biased (i.e. it rejects a conform ant implementation) when 
it is carried out in an asynchronous environment [7] . It is thus significant to 
know if a test is correct in an asynchronous environment. We will show that 
contrary to what is suggested in the ISO /9646 methodology [6, 8] with the 
concept of generic abstract test case, independent of the testing environment, 
this question depends on the specification of the system to be tested. 

The second main problem is to design the distributed tester (a system of 
parallel testers) and their coordination procedure. We propose to start from 
a centralized test case and automatically to produce by compilation the com
municating testers. Insofar as the initial centralized test case is sequential and 
describes a set of behaviors to be tested, we try to reproduce in a distributed 
way, exactly the same set of behaviors, by exploiting some ideas from protocol 
synthesis [18J. The possible concurrencies in the whole distributed test come 
from the desynchronization between the IUT and the testers and between lo
cal actions of the testers. To extract the potential concurrency of the initial 
test case is a prospect for our approach. This should impact the generation 
phase of test cases from formal specifications (as advocated in [15] using event 
structures), or demand some causal information at runtime (as suggested by 
[16, 17]) . 

Figure 1 Distributed testing in an asynchronous environment 
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In order to found our approach mathematically, we use the standard model 
of input-output transition systems to represent all the objects (testers, spec
ifications and IUTs) involved in the conformance testing. The notations and 
models used in this paper are described in the section 2. In section 3, we pre
cisely state the condition under which the property of unbias of the test is pre
served by the existence of an asynchronous environment. We show that it can 
be computed starting from the specifications of the IUT and the tester. Then 
we propose, in section 4, a compilation rule which produces the distributed 
tester starting from an initial centralized test case. The difficult question is 
the resolution of distributed choices. We show that under the assumption of 
an underlying service of election, one obtains a system whose traces reduced 
to the events on PC Os are the same ones as the traces defined by the central
ized test case. A proof of the correctness of the distributed test case is given 
followed by an example of distribution. Concluding remarks and future works 
are presented in section 5. 

2 MODELS FOR CONFORMANCE TESTING 

In this section we describe the models used for the description of the different 
objects involved in the generation of test cases. 

2.1 Input-Output labelled transition systems 

The models used are all based on Input-Output Labelled Transition Systems 
(IOLTS) in which input and output actions on input and output ports are 
differentiated because of the asymmetrical nature of the testing activity. 

Definition 21 An JOLTS is a tuple M=(QM, Pt, Pg, AI' T M, where 
QM is a set of states, E QM is the initial state, Pt and Pg are finite 
sets of input and output ports, AI and respectively are finite input and 
output alphabets, AM = Pt x {?} x AI u Pg x {!} x is the alphabet of 
observable actions constructed from the sets of input-output ports and input
output alphabets, T ¢ AM denotes an internal action, TM QM X A MU {T} X QM 
is the transition relation. We note q q' for (q, a, q') E TM. 

An IOLTS is a particular Labelled Transition System (LTS). Consequently 
we adopt the following standard notations of LTS. 

Let ai E AM, Pi E AM U {T}, (J E (AM)*, q,q',qi E QM, 

ILI···J!.n, 3 '>.J. [1 1 lLi • q q =.0. qo = q, ql ... , qn = q ,vZ E ,n, qi-l qi, 
• ILl ···J!.n 3' ILl""jtn, d , t( ILl""jtn) q --'t =.0. q, q q an q q =.0. no q , 
• q q' =.0. q = q' or q q' and q q' =.0. 3ql, q2, q ql q2 q', 
• 0<1 ·"(}n, 3 ' >.J. [1 1 !!i q q =.0. qo = q, ql ... , qn = q ,vZ E ,n, qi-l qi, 
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• enable(q) =,z. {a: E AM I 3q' and q q'} is the set of observable actions 
possible in q, 

• In(q) =,z. {a E Ar I 3PI E Pf,PI?a E enable(q)} is the set of possible 
inputs in q and Out(q) =,z. {a E I 3po E P[J,po!a E enable(q)} is the 
set of possible outputs in q, 

.• q after a =,z. {q' E QM I q q'} is the set of reachable states from q by 
the sequence of observable actions a, 

• traces(q) =,z. {a E (AM)* I q after a :f;0} 
• if a: E AM is an observable action, we note Zi its mirror action defined by 

pIa = p?a and p?a = pIa. This notation is extended to sequences of actions. 

When needed, we will identify a transition system with its initial state. 

2.2 Specifications, implementations, test cases and 
conformance 

A specification is modelled by an IOLTS S = (Qs,Pj,Pt>,A},Ah,TS,qrnit) 
If we want to model the absence of output in a specification, as in [9], we can 
model it by adding a loop with output 8 E Ab in each state where no output 
and no r transition is possible. Here, for the sake of simplicity, we will not 
distinguish 8 from other outputs. 

Though an implementation of S is not necessarily a transition system 
(it may be a physical system), as in all testing theories, we have to rea
son formally about it and model its behaviour. As it is only considered 
by its interactions with the environment, it is also modelled by an IOLTS 
I = with P} = Pi and Pb = Pt> and AJ A}, 
Ab Ab. We will suppose that an implementation I can never refuse an 
input: Va E (AI)*, In(I after a) = A} *. 

A test case is a set of sequences of actions describing all the interactions oc
curring between an IUT I and a tester which wants to verify that I conforms to 
its specification S. A test case is an IOLTS T = (QT, PJ, P(5, A I, Ab, TT, 
such that AI = Ab i.e. every possible output of the implementation must be 
considered as an input of the test case, Ab = AJ i.e. a test case should only 
send outputs that are waited by the system as described in the specification, 
{pass, fail} E QT with enable(pass) = enable(fail) = 0, T is controllable i.e. 
in each state, either an output is enabled or all inputs are enabled which is 
formally described by Va E (AT)', In(T after a) = AI or 0, the state fail 
is directly accessible only by inputs i.e. Vq E QT, Va: E AT, q fail ==> 
3p E PJ, a E Aj, a: = p?a '. Notice that we do not suppose that testers are 

"In a way identical to specifications, the absence of output is modeled by the output 0 E 
"In practice however Ai = Ah is unknown. Thus only inputs not leading to fail can be 
mentioned, the other inputs are implicitly leading to fail or are mentioned by ? otherwise 
with verdict Fail, like in TTCN. 
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deterministic as it would be to strong for distributed testers. Anyway, we only 
consider the traces of testers. 

We consider'a conformance relation quite similar to those in [10, 11,9]. 
Informally, the conformance relation states that after a trace of the speci
fication, outputs produced by the implementation must be foreseen by the 
specification. This authorizes the fact that outputs of the environment which 
are not accepted by the specification may be accepted by the implementation. 

Let 8 and I be two IOLTS describing a specification and an implementation, 
I ioconf 8 VrJ E traces(8), Out(I after rJ) Out(8 after rJ) 

Remark: traces(I) traces(I') => (I' ioconf 8 => I ioconf 8). 
But traces(8) traces(8') # (I ioconf 8 => I ioconf 8') 
and traces(8) traces(8') # (I ioconf 8' => I ioconf 8). 

3 CHARACTERIZATION OF UNBIASED TEST CASES 

Our goal is to distribute test cases without loss of observation power. But be
fore studying this problem we have to define what kind of test cases we want 
to distribute. So we start by giving a characterization of unbiased test cases 
with respect to a specification. This characterization supposes a synchronous 
communication between the tester and the implementation. As we want to 
distribute test cases for asynchronous architectures, we extend this character
ization to testers which communicate asynchronously with implementations. 

3.1 Synchronous testing 

The synchronous application of a test case to an implementation is defined as 
a parallel composition lis of the test case T and the implementation 1. 

T':'T' IE-I' 

We can now define test failure and unbiased test cases with respect to ioconf 
and a given specification: 

Definition 31 T fails I 31', 3rJ, TlisI failllsI' 
T is unbiased w.r.t. 8 VI, T fails I => not(I ioconf 8) 

Now the following proposition gives a characterization of unbiased test cases 
w.r.t. a specification in a synchronous environment. It says that after each 
trace of the test case leading to a state where an input is allowed, each possible 
output of the specification after the same trace should be taken into account 
and should not lead to a fail verdict. 
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Proposition 31 T is unbiased w.r.t. S <=> 
Va E traces(T) S.t. In(T after a) ::j:. 0, Out(S after a) after a) 

with I (T') = {a E I n(T') I 3p, T' PJ: T" 1\ fail f/. T"} *. 

Proof. Let T be a test case such that Va E traces(T) S.t. In(T after a) ::j:. 0, 
Out(S after a) after a). We have to prove that T is unbi
ased w.r.t. S. Suppose that for some I, T fails I . By definition, fail ver
dicts are only given on inputs of T (Le. outputs of I), thus a trace lead
ing to a fail verdicts ends with an input of T. T fails I can be written as 

3Ir,I',3T1,3a',3p E Pl,3a E Ai s.t. TllsI U TdisIr PJ: failllsI'. Thus 
a f/. after ad and as Out(S after ad after ad, 

we also have a f/. Out(S after ad. But we have I U Ir p?a,,*pla I' which 
implies a E Out(I after ad. Consequently, 3171 E traces(S), 3p, 3a, a E 
Out(I after (71) 1\ a f/. Out(S after ad which proves that not (I ioconf S) 
and thus T is unbiased w.r.t. S. 

Now suppose that 317 E traces(T), In(T after a) ::j:. 0 and Out(S after a) 

after a). Then 3a E Ai, 3p, (S after 1\ (T after a PJ: fail). 

Let I = a.p!a. Clearly we have I ioconf S. But as TllsI 17&a fail II s0 we get 
T fails I and T is biased w.r.t. S. 0 

Remark: Proposition 31 exactly characterizes unbiased test cases with re
spect to a specification. This is defined for a particular conformance relation 
ioconf and with some hypothesis on the structure of test cases. But ioconf 
seems to be exactly what manual test developers have in mind and the hy
pothesis made on test cases are weaker than those made on manual test cases. 

In the context of automatic generation of test cases it is important to ensure 
that test cases are unbiased and this kind of characterization should be verified 
by tools. Notice that the prototype tool TGV [3] ensures this by construction. 

3.2 Asynchronous testing 

Before extending the preceding characterization to asynchronous testing, we 
have to define what is asynchronous testing. It is defined from synchronous 
testing by considering a transformation of the specifications and the imple
mentations by a queue context like in [12]. 

Let M = (QM,P}'\ A}\ TM, be an IOLTS. We define an IOLTS 
A(M) which models the behavior of M in an asynchronous environment. 
A(M) = (QA(M) pA(M) pA(M) AA(M) AA(M) TA(M) q:'(.M») with 

, [ , 0 ' [ , 0' , Imt 

• QA(M) = QM x I1PE Pj'" Ay* and =< M, (10'" 10), (10'" 10) > 

"Recall that In(T') = AT or 0 due to the controllability property. 
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• P;(M) = Pt and = = At and = . 
• TA(M) is described by the following oQerational rules defined for all q, q' E 

QM,a E Af,b E E PP,Pol E P1J: 
Plk?a , 

Rl < q, (Pil ... Plk = W·· .), (POI"') > A(M)< q, (Pil ... P1k = w.a·· .), (POI"') > 

R2 
P01!b < q, (Pil ... ), (POI" 'POI = b.w···) > A(M)< q, (PIJ ... ), (POI" . POI = w···) > 

q' 

< q,(PII "'),(POI"') q',(P1I "'),(POI' .. ) > 

R3 

Plk?a , 
q M q 

R4 

R5 

Remark: The first rule allows the IOLTS A(M) to receive any input in any 
state. This leads to an infinite states IOLTS. When this transformation is used 
to model the behaviour of a specification in an asynchronous environment in 
order to derive test cases, this of course poses algorithmic problems. Thus 
it is reasonable to limit the behaviour of the specification in order to derive 
test cases. An example of limitation consists in allowing the environment to 
send only messages that are possibly waited and to limit the sum of lengths 
of input queues to 1. In this case Rl could then be replaced by: 

As in [13], we define the conformance of an implementation with respect to a 
specification in an asynchronous environment as the of the imple
mentation in its asynchronous environment with respect to the specification 
in the same asynchronous environment. This directly leads to the definition of 
test failure and unbias in an asynchronous environment and gives a corollary 
of Proposition 31: 

Definition 32 Let I be an implementation of a specification S, T a test case. 
I ioconfA S =A A(l) ioconf A(S) 
T failsA I =A 3A', 30', TlIsA(I) fail lisA'. Thus T failsA 1= T fails A(l). 
T is unbiased w.r.t S in an asynchronous environment =A 'VI, T failsA I=> 
not(I ioconfA S). 
It is equivalent to say that test case T is unbiased with respect to A( S). 

Corollary 31 T is unbiased w.r.t. S in an asynchronous environment <=> 
'Va E traces(T) s.t. In(T after a) ::j:. 0, Out(A(S) after a) after 0") 

with = {a E In(T)13p,T' P.2f Til 1\ T"::j:. fail}. 

This corollary characterizes a class of test cases that are unbiased in an asyn
chronous environment. It is also easy to prove that an unbiased test case in 
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an asynchronous environment is also unbiased in a synchronous environment. 
This uses the fact that traces(M) traces(A(M)) which relies on construc
tion rules of A(M) and the property that if traces(S) traces(S') then, if 
T is unbiased w.r.t. S' then T is also unbiased w.r.t. S. The converse is of 
course false as was already noticed in [13]. 

4 AUTOMATIC DISTRlBUTION OF TEST CASES 

In this section we develop the rule used to automatically distribute a central
ized tester. Then, we give the correctness proof of that rule wich implies that 
the unbiased criterion is preserved by the distribution rule and that the dis
tributed tester rejects the same IUTs as the original centralized tester. Some 
additional notations are needed. Let T be an IOLTS, q E QT and 0: EAT; 

• pT =P!UP'6 
• if 0: = p?a or 0: = p!a, where p E pT, then port(o:) p. 
• p_enable(q) {p E p T 130: E enable(q) port(o:) = p} 
• if 0: = p?a then present(o:) is a predicate which is true if the label a is 

present in the input queue associated to the port p, and it is false otherwise. 
If 0: = p!a then present(o:) is true. 

• The asynchronous parallel composition of TI , ... ,Tn is denoted by lIasTi = 
IIsA(Ti) where an output port of a tester may be unified with an input 
port of another tester to make the coordination possible. We also note 
DT = \lasTi and QDT the set of global states of \lasTi. A global state 
Q E QDT is a tuple (ql,···, qn, ft,···, In), where qi is the state of Ti and 
Ii is the state of the input and output queues of Ti. 

Starting from a test case T modellized by an IOLTS, the problem is to 
synthesize a set of asynchronously communicating IOLTSs {TI ,···, Tn} where 
n is the number of peos of T. The initial state of each tester Ti is qinit. For 
sake of clarity, we have considered that each tester is associated with each 
peo. The extension to a general peos mapping is straightforward. In the 
following we consider that only the actions of AT are observable. 

4.1 Distribution rule 

We present here bellow the rule used to automatically distribute a centralized 
tester. The result is a set of communicating testers. Starting from a pattern 
of the centralized tester defined by a state q with one or several outgoing 
transitions, the rule [Rl] synthesizes a set of transitions of distributed 
tester. These transitions can be decomposed into three parts. The part (A) 
defines the transitions of the testers Ti associated to the ports involved in the 
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Figure 2 Distribution rule (a) Tester Ti liE p..enable(q) (b) Tester Tk I 
k ¢ p_enable(q), k E X (c) Tester Tk I k ¢ p_enable(q) u X 

outgoing transitions of q, namely p..enable(q) (see Figure 2(a)). The part (B) 
defines the testers Tk which are not associated to the ports of p_enable(q) and 
must receive a synchronization message from Ti (see Figure 2(b)). The part 
(C) concerns the testers which are not associated to the ports of p_enable(q) 
and do not require a synchronization message from Ti (see Figure 2 ( c ) ) . 

[Rl] __________________________________ __ 

'Vi E p_enable(q) 'Va E enable(q) I port(a) = i, q ql : 
present(a} CS!req(a} CS?resp(a} a X!sync(qd 

q --+ Ti qal --t Ti qa2 --f Ti qa3 -tTi qa4 --+ Ti ql 
'Vb E enable(q) I port(b) #- i, q q2, i ¢ p_enable(q2) : 

CS?resp(b} CS?resp(b} 
qa2 --f Ti q2 q --f Ti q2 

(A) 

'Vc E enable(q) I port (e) = j, j #- i, q 4T q3, i E p_enable(q3) : 
CS?resp(c} CS?resp(b} Tj?sync(q3} 

qa2 --+ Ti qc3 q --f Ti qc3 qc3 --+ Ti q3 
(B) {\.Ik d bl () k X CS?resp(a} Ti?sync(ql} 

v 'jl: p_ena e q, E : q --f Tk qa3 --+ Tk ql 

(C) { CS?resp(a} 
'Vk ¢ p_enable(q), k ¢ X: q --+ Tk ql 

where X = {Tj I j #- i, j E p_enable(ql)}. 
A mapping function F is introduced between the states of the distributed 

tester and the states of the centralized tester T. The states provided by Fare 
called observable states: F: QTi --+ QT. According to the rule [Rl]: 
F(qal) = F(qa2) = F(qa3) = F(qc3) = F(q) = q and F(qa4) = F(ql) = ql 
This function ensures that the observable state of a tester should change 
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III CS'resp(f(Ak» 
i E [I.nl 

Figure 3 Election Service 

only when the tester performs an observable action or when it receives a 
synchronization message. This function is introduced for correctness proof. 

The testers use an election service when they attempt to perform an ob
servable action (action of AT). The service accepts at least one request from 
the testers and delivers to all the testers the observable action which has 
been selected. The interaction of each tester with the election service is syn
chronous and it is done through a coordination port named C S. An abstract 
specification is given in Figure 3. The transition labelled by IllaEAiCS?req(a) 
specifies all possible interleaving of the requests coming from the testers and 
concerning only with the actions of Ai (where AI, ... , Ak are all possible sub
sets of AT). This transition specifies an hypercube. The transition labelled by 
IlliE[I,nlCS!resp(a) is another hypercube which specifies the broadcasting of 
the selected * action among those of Ai. 

4.2 Correctness proof 

We present in this section the correctness proof of the distribution rule. Our 
purpose if to prove that the asynchronous parallel composition of the syn
thezised testers (i.e, the distributed tester) is trace-equivalent to the central
ized tester. Under the assumption of an election service and reliable and FIFO 
communication channels between the testers, we start by proving two lemmas. 
The first one (Lemma 41) stipulates that when two successive observable ac
tions occur in the distributed tester, the observable state in which the second 
action is done is the same as the one reached by the first action. The observable 
state of a tester is provided by the mapping function F. This lemma implies 
that every trace of the distributed tester is a trace of the centralized tester. 
The second lemma (Lemma 42) states that if the centralized tester can do an 
observable action in a given observable state, the distributed tester could nec
essarily do the same action (possibly surrounded by one or several r-actions). 
This lemma implies that every trace of the centralized tester is a trace of the 
distributed tester. Using these two lemmas, we prove the trace-equivalence 
(Theorem 41) . 

• For sake of clarity of Figure 3, the selection is done using a function f. 
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Lemma 41 VQ,U,V,W E QDT, Va,b E AT such that Q U 

V W, 3q,x,w E QT such that: q = F(qi) x = F(Ui) = 
F(Vi) W = F(wj), where i = port(a), j = port(b), qi and Ui are states 
of Ti resp. in Q and U, Vj and Wj are states of Tj resp. in V and W, and F 
is defined in Section 4.1. 

Proof. Let Q, U, V, W E QOT, let a, bEAT such that: 

Q a r' b 
--tOT U --tOT V --tOT W (1) 

Q U :::} 3Ti Ii = port (a) and qi Ui :::} F(qi) F(Ui) 

V W :::} 3Tj I j = port(b) and Vj Wj :::} F(vj) F(wj) 

We should prove a first property (noted PI): 3q, x, W E QT such that q 
b 

X --tT W, and then a second property (P2): F(Ui) = F(vj). 
From the sequence (1), we know that 3q,x E QT such that: q x. Suppose 
that: Vq, x E QT such that q x, Va. E enable(x), a. f:. b. The rule 
[Rl] guarantees that in the distributed tester after the observable action a 
we cannot have b, and this is in contradiction with (1). Therefore, (PI) is 
necessarily true. To prove (P2) we distinguish 2 cases: 
Case 1 (i f:. j): From the sequence (1), we can extract the following sequences 
of the testers Ti and Tj : 

(2) 

(3) 

According to rule [RI], and using (PI), among the T-actions of (3), there 
exists necessarily a reception of a synchronisation message (sync(x)). So, (3) 
can be written as follow: 

(4) 

(5) 

The last transition of (4) is the reception of sync(x). Using the mapping 
function F to that transition, we have: F(uj) F(u'J). By identification 

with F(qi) F(ud, we obtain: F(uj) = F(qi) and F(u'j) = F(Ui). Since 
the medium is supposed FIFO, another reception among the T-actions of (5) 
would imply another observation after a in (2) which is not true. So, there is no 
reception of synchronization message among the T-actions of (5). Furthermore, 
because of the election service, there is no action CS?resp(x) where x f:. b. 
So, (5) contains only the primitives which allow the election of b. From the 
definition of F, we deduce: F(u'j) = F(vj), and consequently: F(Ui) = F(vj). 
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Case 2 (i = j): From (1), we can extract the following sequence of the tester 

Ti: qi Ui Vi Wi· Since port(a) = port(b) = i and according 
to rule [RI], there is no reception of synchronization message among the T-

actions of that sequence. Furthermore, as in Case 1, the sequence Ui Vi 
contains only primitives which allow the election of b. Consequently, from the 
definition of F, we have: F(Ui) = F(vj) 0 

Lemma 42 Vq,v E QT, Va E AT such that q V, 3Q, V E QDT such 
r"'4T'" 

that: 3it,···,in Q = (q,···,q,it,···,in) ---t DT V = (v,···,v,it,···,in). 

Proof. By applying [RIJ to the transition q V, we find the following 
sequences, respectively in Ti (where i = port(a)) and in Tj ( where j f. i): 

{ q qa3 qa4 

q V where mE [I,2J and j f. i 
Using the above sequences we can find the following sequence in DT: 

7"3 a , 
Q = (q,···,q,it,···,in) ---tOT (q,···,qa3,···,q,it,···,in) ---tOT Q, 

Q' = (q, ... ,qa4,··· ,q,it,··· ,in) (q, ... ,v,··· ,q,fi, ... , = Q", 
T' 

Q" ---tOT (V,···, V, it,···, in) = V. The last T* sequence contains the recep-
tions of the synchronization messages which have been sent after the action a 
(because the medium is supposed to be FIFO and reliable). 0 

Theorem 41 If a distributed tester DT is synthesized from a centralized 
tester T using the rule [R1l, then: traces(DT) = traces(T). 

Proof. Let a E traces(DT), a can be written as follow: a = T*al T*a2··· T*anT* 
where ai E AT Vi E [l,nJ. From Qinit Q where Qinit,Q E QOT, 

3Uo,···,Un- 1 ,Ql,···,Qn E QOT such that: 

,. a1 
From (6), 3Tkl where kl = port(al) such that: qkl = qinit ---tTkl ---=tTkl 

qt, where and qt are the states of the tester Tkl respectively in the global 
states Uo and Q 1. Using the mapping function F, we get the first transition in 
T: F(u2 1 ) = qinit F(qU (the T-actions from qinit to contains only 
the primitives which allow the election of al that is why F(u2 1 ) = qinit). By 
applying the Lemma 41 to the sequence (6), we obtain: 

W· [1 1 F( i-2 ) ai-l F( i-l) F( i-l) ai F( i ) 
v2 E , n uki _1 ---tT qki_l = uki ---=tT qki 

where ki = port(ai). This implies that ala2··· an E traces(T) and conse
quently, traces(DT) C; traces(T). 
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Let cr E traces(T), :Jql,···, qn E QT :Jal,···, an E AT such that: cr = 
al ... an and qinit ql .•• qn· By applying Lemma 42, 
:JQ1, ... , Qn stich that: 

Q ( f l fl) ,'ap·' ,'an" Q ( fn fn) 1 = ql,···, ql , 1'···' n DT • •• --"+ DT n = qn,···, qn, 1'···' n 

Consequently, traces(DT) ;2 traces(T) 0 

4.3 Possible optimizations 

(a) Local choices 
For sake of clarity, the compilation rule treats in a uniform way the choices 
in the initial tester by calling an election service. This election synchronizes 
the whole of the testers. However, there is no reason so that the testers non
concerned with the choice cannot evolve independently. This has two conse
quences: (1) it is necessary to add a compilation rule to treat the particular 
case of local choices, (2) to avoid blocking problems related to the existence 
of a choice between two T-transitions from a local tester, it should be con
sidered that the testers obtained are minimal (within the meaning of T*a 
minimization which eliminates all the T). The additional rule R2 which is a 
simplification of R1 can be written: 

[R2J-----------------
a X!synC(Q2) Ti?synC(Q2) , 

ql -tTi q12 Ti q2, 'VTj EX ql --+ Tj q2, 'VTk if. X ql -tTk q2 
where i = part(a) and X = {Tj I j :f. i 1\ j E p_enable(q2)} 

(b) Synthesis of the election service 
The distributed choices can be transformed into local choices by using the 
artifice illustrated in figure 4. The observable traces of the tester remain un
changed. The application of rule R2 produces distributed testers running with
out the general service of election. More precisely, the election is ensured by 
the circular transfer of control. 

4.4 An example of distribution 

Let us consider a test case whose model is presented in the left part of the 
figure 5. This tester decides to emit interaction a towards the IUT then awaits 
a reaction b or c. If it receives b, it then awaits c. One wishes to distribute 
this tester on two sites, one having the responsability of interactions a and b, 
the other of c. 
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Figure 4 Preliminary transformation of the test case leading to an integrated 
election service on a ring of testers where t denotes a Taction. 

Figure 5 The initial test case and the result of the synthesis rules. 

The application of the compilation rule RI produces the two testers intro
duced in the figure 5: !a and ?b are located on tester 1, ?c on tester 2. No
tice that the synchronizations "P2!a -t PI ?a" and "P2!b -t PI ?b" (through 
the coordination points PI and P2) ensure the sequencing of "!A ?B?C" and 
"!A ?C" , as well as the use of the election service ensures that the testers make 
the same distributed choice. The figures in Figure 5 and 6 have been obtained 
using the Aldebaran Toolbox [14]. 

vVe consider now that these testers interact asynchronously and use syn
chronously (locally) the election service whose abstracted form is described in 
left side of figure 6 (the primitives eluO and voteO correspond respectively to 
reqO and respO in rule [RID. The whole behaviors of the system obtained is 
given by the automaton in the right side of figure 6, which is trace-equivalent 
to the initial centralized tester. 
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Figure 6 The abstract spec. of the election service and the result of the com
position, which is trace-equivalent to the initial automaton of figure 5 

5 CONCLUSION 

In this paper, we gave the first results of our works concerning distributed test
ing of distributed architecture. We have proposed a method for an automatic 
distribution of a centralized test case. In this kind of test architecture, several 
testers coexist and interact in an asynchronous way to coordinate the testing 
activity. The testers communicate with the IUT, also in an asynchronous way 
via the PCOs. Under the assumption of an underlying service of election, we 
generate a distributed test whose traces reduced to the events on PCOs are 
the same ones as the traces defined by the centralized test case. 

As a distributed testing is typically asynchronous, we have to be careful! 
on the validity of the original test case in an asynchronous environment. In 
fact, a correct test which does not reject conformant implementations in a 
synchronous environment can be biased (i.e. it rejects a conformant imple
mentation) when it is carried out in an asynchronous environment. We have 
also defined a characterization of unbiased test cases preserved by the ex
istence of an asynchronous environment. We show that it can be computed 
starting from the specifications of the ruT and the tester. Its calculation would 
be an interesting functionality of a tests generation environment. 

As this work is just first steps towards automatic generation of distributed 
tests, several prospects remain open: (1) investigating a way to generate au
tomatically the service of election as suggested in Section 4.3, (2) the possible 
con currencies in distributed testing come from the desynchronization between 
the IUT and the testers. We will try to find a way to extract the potential 
concurrency in the test cases and to use it in the distribution, (3) reduction 
of the number of messages exchanged by the testers for their coordination. 
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